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lhis paper explores a particular kind of qualitative reasoning, 

called envisioning, that is capable of producing causal explanations 

for device behavior. It has been implemented in a computer 

program, ENVISION, which can analyze a wide variety of thermal, 

fluid, electrical, translational and rotational devices. Rather than 

present the technical details of the envisioning process, this paper 

exanlines the theoretical foundations upon which it is built. Many 

of these considerations are ones that any builder of qualitijtivc 

reasoning systems must pay attention to. Two such considcrat ions 

are explanation and robustness: What notion of causality is adequate 

for causal explanations of device behavior? How can there be any 

confidence in the analysis of a novel device? 

IN 1’ROh)UCTION 

The theory of envisioning [l] i?! has two central characteristics. 

First, it is a physics in that it can be used to predict the qualitative 

behavior of devices. Envisioning is not concerned with posf-hoc 

rationalization of obscrvcd behavior, but rather with constructing 

predictions that are consistent with obscrvcd device behavior. Second, 

it is a theory of causality in that it can be used Lo produce causal 

explaniitions acccptablc to humar,s. Such a theory of cnusal, qualita- 

tive reasoning is important for both cognitive science and artificial 

intclligcnce. 

I-:misioning is a form of reasoning that produces a causal 

explanAm for the behavior of a physical system by explaining 

how disturbances from equilibrium prt!pilgate. (Envisioning is often 

confused with qualitative simulation which it is only in its most 

dcgcncrate form. In more complex case< it is primarily conccrncd 

uith introducing and manipulatin g 2i5sumptions .whilc maintaining a 

notion of causality.) A typical kind of physical mcch;lnism we might 

cnvLion is a prcssilrc regulator (93: Figure 1). A prcssurc regulator’s 

pu~pwz it; to mnintnill <t specific pw;zurc even thw$1 line hds and 

prc’li.3l;e wurccs vary. 

compressed the explanation and stated it in English): “An increase 

in source (A) pressure increases the pressure drop across the valve (B). 

Since lhc jlow fhrough rhe valve is proportiotuzl to the pressure across 

it, the Jbw (hrougll rhe valve also increases. This increusc>d flow will 

increase 11re pressure ut rhe load (C). However, this increased pressure 

is sensed (0) causing the ilinphragm (I$) 10 move downwcc’rd ngffinsl rhe 

spring pt-esrurc. The Jiaphragm is mechaGca/Iy connecred lo the valve, 

so ihe dvwn,v,7rd tnovemenl of the diaphragm will tefd lo dose lhe 

valve thcr&y pinching qfl‘ rhe valve. Becczuse Ihe flow is 110~ resiricied 

Ihe ou/pu~ pressure wi!l ri.rc much less lhan il otherwise would have 

and lItus remains approxima!ely constant. ” 

A 

Figure 1 : Prcssurc Regulator 

As tllis explanation t3r the pressure regulator illuslrates, the 

task of cn\%ioning is a difficult one. It nilM deteriliinc tlic causal 

inputs and outputs for t,~h component. cthich can he a subtle task, 

cspccially v, lien a coniponcnt has inorc than two ports c<,nnccting 

it to otllcl c:,mpoilcnts cif tlF.2 de\+zc. It must detect znd correctly 

dewi.mine ti:c conscqtlcnccs of all tlic kw& elf positive ,IIIC: i:cgjativc 

fccdl:::c k. I’llrthclm:)re. since qualit:ltl\c (!cwip!itw prc!i?;de only 
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partial information it must be able to analyze undcrdetermincd of a special kind so that causal explanations for its conclusions can 

or underconstrained situations. IMailing the diRerent kinds of 

reasoning strategies that enable the envisioning process to achieve 

these goals is not the subject of this paper (see [;I); rather, WC 

examine the natwe of the input evidence that the envisioning process 

operates on, the conclusions it produces and the relationship between 

these two. 

An objective of the investigation is to cxplorc a theory of causal 

reasoning that can, given a physical situation (in parlicular, a novel 

situation), correctly predict ensuing behaL-ior in Ihat situation. The 

situations are described by us, the investigators. ‘l’his raises an 

enormous problern: even if the conclusions of the causal reasoning 

are correct, is its success attributable to the theory or to the way the 

situation is encoded? (We assume that the envisioning system has 

available a library of abstract descriptions of the behaviors of device 

parts.) Certainly, the causal reasoning process will rnake deductions 

not present in the description of the situation, but the question 

remains whether thcsc deductions form a sign$ccrnf portion of the 

total cfFort required to dcscribc and analyze a physical sitllation. Is 

causal reasoning doing something intcrcsting, or is most of the work 

it appears to be doing actuaily pre-encoded in the cvidcnce provided 

to it? 

One way to ensure that the “conclusions” have not been surrep- 

titiously cncotlcd into the evidence that the cnvisioner opcratcs on 

is to make the evidence a well-defined and distinct ontological type, 

distinct frotn that of the conclusions. In particular, we require that 

the cviclcnce bc a description of the physical structure of the system, 

namely its consrituent parts and how they are attached to each other. 

The conclusions describe the behavior, or functioning of the overall 

system. The task of causal reasoning is to cleducc the functioning of 

the system from its structure. 

be extracted from the solution process. 

h second suategy to ensure that the conclusions arc not pre- 

encoded in the evidence is to design the component rnodcls and the 

reasoning process to be “context free.” The same library of mcdels 

and the snme causal reasoning process shouId successfully analyze a 

wide variety of physical devices, particularly dcl<ices that have not 

been analyr.cd before or dcviccs under new operating conditions. 

WC call this meta-theoretic constraint the no-firizcircin-in-sinrctzire 

principle. The class of devices constructable from any particular 

set of components is, in principle, infinite. WC can only cheek our 

envisioning process on a finite subset of this infinite class and tic 

no-f7lnction-in-structure principle provides some confidence that it 

will also succeed on the untested dcviccs. As such the principle 

improves the descriptive aclcquacy of our causal theory. 

Take as a simple example a light switch. The model of a switch 

that states, “if the switch is oif no cur-rent flows, and if the switch 

is on current flows,” viol&s the no-function-in-structure principle. 

Although this rnodcl correctly describes the behavior of the switches 

in our offices, it is false in general as there are many switches for 

which current does not ncccssar-ily flow when they are closed (for 

example, two swirchcs in series). Current flows in the switch only if 

it is closed and there is a potential for current flow. 

DI3’ICF: TOPOLOGY 

A device consists of constituents. Some of these constituents are 

components that themselves can be viewed as smalIcr devices (e.g., 

resistors, valves, boilers). Other constituents are connections (e.g., 

pipes, wires, cables) through which the components communicate by 

transmitting information. Thcsc connections can bc thought of as 

conduits through which “stuff’” flows, its flow described by conduit 

laws. 

Part of the evidence is represented by the device fupoko~~y (see 
Inlet 

VALVE 
Outlet 

Egurc 2), in which nodes represent important components of the 

device and edges represent connections between them. Another 

part of the cvidcnce is the general model library. Each type of 
PRESSURE 

component and cormection has a specific model which describes its 

behavior in the abstract, independent of any colItcxt. A component 

model describes all potential behaviors of the. component in terms 

of qualitative equations on variables. For example, some important 

variables of a :noving object arc its position, velocity and accclcration. 

By modeling each component, the abstract qualitative behavior of 

the overall device is formalized as a set of qualitative equations. This 

set of equations is then “solved,” and the solution intcrprctcd in 

terms of the structure of the dcvicc. This solution process must be 

Setting SENSE 

Figure 2 : Device Topology of the Presstire Regulator 

Diffcrcnt types of conduits communicate different types of in- 

formation. I;or example, the model for the pipe between the boiler 

and the turbine of a steam plant communicates pressure and steam, 

whereas the model of a wire between a flashlight’s battery and its 



light bulb communicates voltage and current. Most conduit types 

can be modeled by two atlributes, one pressure-like and the other 

flow-like. For a fluid system, the two attributes arc volumetric-flow 

and pressure; for thermal systems, heat flow rate alld temperature; 

for translational systems, force and velocity; for rotational systems, 

torque and angular velocity; for electrical systems, current and volt- 

age. 

Envisioning is centrally concerned with qualitative incremental 

disturbances from equilibrium. This motivates the clijss of values 

(increments of velocities, voltages, flows, etc.) to bc positive, zero 

and negative in order to reprcscnt the direction of the change. if any, 

from equilibrium. The value of every attribute must be encoded 
as one of “-t,” “0,” “--” or “?” _ no other choices are possible. 

Arithmetic with these values is straight-forward, e.g., if z = “$-” 

and y = ” j-” then I: + y == “+” because if 5 > 0 and y > 0 then 

x+y>o. 

A component model characterizes all the potential behaviors that 

the component can manifest. It does not, however, specify which 

conduits connected to them are causal, that is inputs, alld which 

are outputs; that can only bc dctcrmincd in the broader context 

of how a particular component is used in the overall device. The 

qualitative behavior of a valve (a component of the prcssurc regulator) 

is expressed by the qualitative equation (called R confluence): AdP+ 

PdA - dQ = 0, where Q is the flow through the valve, P is the 

pressure across the valve and A is the area available for flow, and 

dQ, dA and dP represent disturbances from the equilibrium values 

of Q, A and P. In the situation where the pressure across the valve 

is positive (area is always positive) the expression simplifies to (using 

the qualitative calculus sketched out earlier): dP-+dA-dQ = 0. The 

confluence represents multiple competing tendencies, each encoding 

a different potent ial causal relationship. One such relationship is: 

if the area increases, but the flow remains constant, the pressure 

decreases. 

A single confluence often cannot charactcrizc the behavior of a 

component over its entire operating range. l’hus this range must be 

dibidcd into subregions each characterized by a different component 

state in which different confluences apply. For example, the behavior 

of the valve when it is completely open is quite different from when 

it is completely closed. 

IlIe behavior of each state is provided by three types of nlles. 

First, the model specifies the region of operation covered by the 

component state. For example, the closed state of valve is indicated 

by the condition [A = 01, i.e., that there is no area available for flow. 

From these rules cvisioning can determine what transitions between 

states are plausible. Second, the model provides confluences among 

a component’s variables. These rules are used to determine what 

state a component mi.&t be in and to test whether a transition can 

occur. Finally, the model includes confluences among the changes 

in component variables. These confluences dtscribc the incremental 

behavior of the component and are used in constructing causal 

explanations for dcvicc behavior. 

‘l’hc full rnodcl for the valve is: 

OPEN: [A = A MAx], P = 0, dP = 0 

WORKlNG: [0 < A < A MAX], P - Q = 0, dP $- dA-- dQ - 0 

CLOSED: [A == 01, Q = 0, dQ == 0 

From the state specifications it is straight-forward to identify the 

possible state transitions: 

OPEN: dA = ----•+ WORKING 

WORKING: dA = -+ CI,OSED, d/1 = 4-d OPEN 

CI,OSED: dA -=I +=+ WORKING 

‘IlIE L’;N\‘ISIONlNG PROCESS 

‘The envisioning process perforlns three kinds of analysis. It must 

determine (1) which state(s) the overall device is in, (2) the causal 

behavior of the device in each of those states, and (3) the possible 

transitions between the device states. Each type has a dil’ferent form 

of explanation associated with it. However, in the remainder of this 

paper we will concern oursclvcs only with the causal behavior and 

its explanation (see [3] for more detailed discussions). 

By moclcling the behavior of each of the device’s constituents, the 

potential behavior of the system is expressed :ls a set of confluences 

among changes in variables (e.g., dP, dQ). ‘I’he type of the system 

(thermal, electrical, etc.) and the types of the variables (e.g., 

velocity, ctlrrent., etc.) become irrelevant. Envisioning anslyzcs these 

confluences to construct a causal explanation for the behavior of the 

system. 

There are numerous techniques for finding solutions (assign- 

ments of values to variables) to the conflucnccs of which relaxation, 

%L constraint satisfaction, is one. Although these techniques 

can predict correctly and satisfy no-firnction-in-structure, most are 

incapable of yielding any kind of reasonable explanation. For 

example, the besr explanation a constraint satisfaction technique can 

give for a solution is that the solution is an assignment of values 

consistent with the confluences of the component models. 

The explanations produced by envisioning are based on a very 

simplistic notion of caus::li ty which we call naive rrzec?~cnistn. A 

causal explanation consists of a series of effects on components, 

each of which is caused by previous effects on its neighboring 

components: El (the initial disturbance) causes E2 causes .,. E,. 

An efl’cct always occurs as a consequcncc of, and therefore after, 
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a cause. The consequences of an effect cannot immediately affect 

its causes. Causality concerns change and does not explain why 

the components are behaving the way they are, but rather how 

changes in these behaviors happen (i.e., how disturbances from 

equilibrium propagate). That is, we do not seek a causal explanation 

of how it reached a given quiescent state or why it stays in that 

state but rather we seek a causal explanation of how the system 

responds to disturbances from a quicsccnt state. The difficult 

task for envisioning is constructing explanations within this limiting 

framework - constructing predictions alone is relatively easy. 

ASSUMPTIONS AND PREDICTIVENESS 

Because the information available to envisioning is qualitative, 

the actual behavior of the overall device may bc underdctcrmined, 

i.e.. more than one coherent behavior is possible. Thus the concept of 

a correct behavioral prediction, which is central to our theory, needs 

to be spelled out. In order to analyze undcrdctermined situations 

envisioning introduces explicit assumptions which are subscqucntly 

reasoned upon. Thus, in undcrdetermincd situations envisioning 

produces multiple interpretations, each with different assumptions 

and corresponding to a different overall behavior. At a minimum, for 

a prediction to be correct, one of the interpretations must correspond 

to the actual behavior of the real system. A stronger criterion follows 

from observing that a structural description characterizes a wide class 

of diffcrcnt devices. The prediction produced by an envisioning is 

correct if (1) the behavior of each device in the class is described by 

one of the interpretations and (2) every interpretation describes the 

behavior of some device of the class. 

This undcrdetcrminacy has three immediate consequences. First, 

envisioning must bc able to deal with underdeccrmined situations, 

a topic that in itself is difficult. Second, other external knowledge, 

perhaps of the teleology or known ftmctioning of the actual device, 

is required to identify the correct interpretation. Third, the notion of 

naive mechanism must be extended to include heuristic assumption 

steps in causal explanations. 

CONCLUSION 

Qualitative reasoning is a difficult task and ENVISION is a 

substantial program capable of producing interesting analyses for 

device behaviors that surprise even its implementors. In and of 

itself this last statement says nothing unless it also includes some 

assertions about the input evidence it operates on. A reasoning 

system should not be evaluated on the nature of its conclusions, but 

rather the complexity of the relationship it establishes between its 

input and output. The input evidence to envisioning is structure 
- a device topology and the general library of component models. 

The output is fWction - device behavior and causal explanation 

of that behavior. The quality of the output is established by 

the predictivcness of the behavior and acceptability of the causal 

explanation. The no-function-in-structure principle merely ensures 

that structure and tinction arc truly kept distinct. 
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